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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

DISARMED FRENCH CITIZENS =
Muslim Killing Field
November 14, 2015 – newsmax.com on November 13, 2015 posted an article titled,
"Old Trump Tweet About French Gun Control Re-Appears, Causes Sensation." Newmax
explained:“A January tweet from Donald Trump after the Charlie Hebdo attack in Paris
inexplicably made its way onto the GOP presidential contender's Twitter feed Friday...”
Donald Trump had said: “Isn’t it interesting that the tragedy in Paris took place in
one of the toughest gun control countries in the world?”
A newsmax Commenter wrote: "How nice the French government disarmed their citizens
and turned France into a gun free zone....except for terrorists. Trump was right. Trump IS
right.”
“The Marxist Messiah and the most corrupt woman in America, Hillary Clinton want to do
Americans the very same favor. It's not fair to terrorists, robbers, murderers, rapists and drug
dealers for citizens to have guns."
Read more at http://www.newsmax.com/Headline/donald-trump-tweet-francegun/2015/11/13/id/702107/#ixzz3rTnqLn25
The American Resistance Party criticizes the French government for disarming their
citizens. As this commenter stated, SOETORO AND CLINTON unconstitutionally
wants to do the same! Our defense against a U.S. terrorist Muslim killing field still
remain: "...the right of the people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed."
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